Mars crater wetter than thought, had water
tracks in the last million years
24 June 2015, by Amina Khan, Los Angeles Times
But was the debris dry or wet? To find out,
researchers used data from the HiRISE camera on
NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter to map out
the gullies in three-dimensional detail and
compared them with gullies carved on Earth.
They found that the debris flows likely would have
had about 20 percent to 60 percent water content in
them in order to carve the tracks that they did - and
they did so frequently, with sudden slides
happening every 10 to 100 years, said lead author
Tjalling de Haas, an earth scientist at Utrecht
University. That's comparable with the rate of wet
debris flows in dry areas on Earth, such as the
Atacama Desert.
"It's a surprising result, but it's really solid," de
Haas said. "It's just what the evidence said."
Valles Marineris, Mars. Credit: NASA

Mars is thought to have had a watery past, but
when exactly it transitioned to its dry and dusty
present is up for debate. Now, though, a team of
scientists studying the marks on a young Martian
crater has found signs that waterlogged debris
flowed down the Red Planet's slopes surprisingly
recently - within the last million years.
The findings, described in the journal Nature
Communications, help to fill in an increasingly
complex picture on the recent Martian water cycle
and have implications for the possibility of life.
The team of European scientists looked at the
mid-latitude Istok crater, which has so many welldefined gullies running down its steep sides that
they overlap. Given that the crater is surprisingly
young - 1 million years old at most - it means that
whatever falling material carved these gullies was
happening in the last million years.
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To make these tracks, the Istok crater would have
to have been much wetter than previously expected
for this time period, the researchers said.
But there's a good explanation for this extreme
wetness: The Red Planet's tilt has shifted over its
eons circling the sun, from a slight 15 degrees to a
strong 35 degrees. When it's got a sharper tilt, the
sun hits the ice at the poles and causes it to
sublimate, or escape into the air as water vapor;
that extra humidity helps to power a stronger water
cycle.
In fact, there's so much water that it can creep
down to "warmer" latitudes, toward the equator,
where it might even snow or deposit frost.
When that ice or snow melts, the water soaks into
the ground, and that soggy debris eventually falls
prey to gravity on the steep crater slopes, sliding
down and leaving the telltale tracks behind.
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"This is really excellent work because what
they've done is they've been able to actually
pinpoint the time when this was taking place by
dating the crater, and then looking at really good
models for debris flows to figure out how much
water is needed to form them," said James Head, a
planetary geoscientist at Brown University who was
not involved in the paper.
It's unclear whether the Istok crater was a lone
oasis on a very dry Mars or whether these sorts of
local wet environments were found all over the Red
Planet. Still, the findings have implications for the
possibility of microbial life on Mars in its more
recent history, scientists said.
"On Earth, if you see liquid water, you can predict
with pretty much 100 percent certainty that you'll
find evidence for life," said Jay Dickson, a planetary
scientist at Brown University who was not involved
in the study.
"We don't know if Mars has the same relationship,
but we can surmise that these would be the best
places to look - places that had recent exposure to
liquid water. And the crater that they're looking at
might be one of those sites."
More information: Nature Communications,
nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/ncomms8543
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